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The

tovoto Reporter
Loyola's Management

Who's In Charge Here?
Even a person well-versedin
decision-making flow charts
might be confused by the
Loyola administration.
There
are two Assistant Deans, one
Associate Dean, and one Dean.
Who does what? That's a good
question.
A student with a complaint
about a grade could go to one of
three places: to Associate
Dean Stewart, who' handles
complaints about faculty; or to
Assistant Dean Ramos, who
has supervisory control over
the Registrar's office; or to
Assistant Dean Siegal, who is
"Dean of Students."
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PROFANT RESIGNS, MOVES
TO SOUTHWESTERN

Dean Siegal. But there is no
guarantee that all aspects of
the problem will be identified
and dealt with. For in any student problem, there will be
business, faculty and student
facets.
This separation of duties,
plus no regular meetings to
raise and discuss student needs
means that the administration
deals with them in one of two
ways: through the Student Bar
Association, or through a student complaint.
The SBA is not a pro-active
group. Members carry fuU
course loads, so they necessari-

Administration (;ombines Placement, Admissions' Positions

According to Siegal, there is

ly di,..-::d their. st!Jdcnt gaYern-

no formal process for handling
student problems. The dean the
student contacts will deal with
the problem from his own perspective. Beyond that, the dean
may also talk with one or more
of the other deans to get their
thoughts. If the student does
.not like the response, then
Dean Frakt acts as a sort of
appellate court, in the words of

ment energies toward major
internal and external problems. They are lobbied by established student associations,
and SBA interests. do not
always mesh with rank and file
student needs.
Thus, the administration
deals with individual student
concerns on an. ad hoc basis,

IUlIl be;;ome Ui:S:Sdti:sfittfj
witts
the school's commitment to the

By Jennifer Martyn
Consistent with a change in
the Loyola administration
comes a restructuring of the
student services and a change
in employees. After five years
with Loyola Law School, Joan
Profant has left her position as
director of placement for new
responsibilities as an assistant
dean at Southwestern. Ms. Profant said her reasons for leaving were two-fold. First, the
offer at South-western seemed
more interesting. Second, she

1

placement center; "it was impossible to be there (Loyola)
for 5 years without dissatisfaction. "
Although Ms. Profant claims
that there were no personal
conflicts underlying her dissatisfaction, she expressed a
frustration with the lack of
Continued on page 5 continuity
in Loyola's adJoan Profont
ministration
throughout her
employment. The fact- that this "people outside of the school hours and Saturdays attemptschool has had four new ad- knew my work better than the ing to get my work done but I
ministrations,
including four people I worked with." As to be wasn't able to meet my own
.
expected each administration
standards." One of the reasons
new deans, new assistant
deans, etc., in the past five brought new ideas however for her dissatisfaction was the
Joan Profant was not willing to administration's
refusal to
years underscores the reality
wait the two or three years provide her with an assistant to
of Ms. Profant's frustration.
Multistate section will have to After only five years, Ms. Pro- needed for the present ad- ease her workload.
pass the essay and perto completely
fant had become one of the ministration
In the face of Ms. Profant's
formance
portions.
The senior
Continued on page 5
stabilize. "I was working long
administrators
yet
purpose of this article is to
explore these changes and the
reasons behind them.
Beginning in July 1983, the
California Bar Exam will have
three parts: a six question essay test, the Multistate Bar
Examination, and two perSource: State Bar of CalifoOtia
Reprinted by perm;s~ion from the Los Angeles Daily Joumal
formance tests. Simiarly, the
attorney's
examination will
consist of six essay questions
and two performance tests.
The performance tests in the
July 1983 and February 1984
First
Air
,\" Fits
AU
examinations will include mul:rimers
Applicants
SCb091
Applicants
School
Timers
tiple
choice
questions,
&s,4%,
San Joaquin .
59.1%
.Stanforo
92.7%
92.0%
analytical writing (such as a _
66.7
SantaBarbara
62.S
82.4"
Beri~.ey
74.1
memorandum to a senior part66.7
Ve~tura
College
36.4
USC
81.6
7S.9
ner), and, in addition, per61.1
55.0
Empire ColJ~
MeGeorge
80.1
75.2
suasive writing (such as an apS4.5
Monterey
cql1~ge
.37.5
UCLA
78.3
69:7
2,'J,3,
~7.5
Uniy,.W. L.A.
pellate brief or memorandum
, 64.9
UC Hastings
76.3
46.3
44.8
San F:'raneiseO
of points and authorities). ApUCDavis
76.1
73.8
44.3
WSUtFullerton
)
25.6
plicants will 'be provided a
75.0
LQyola
70.2
J.F,l{ennedy
35.7
30,0
mini-library of cases and statuBiliy. San Diego
66.2
61.'8
28.,6
S.Y,
Yaltey
20.1
tes on which they are to base
Univ. santa Clara
65.9
59.4
Llnct)ln (Sacto.)
27.9
34.8
Pepperdine
62.4
their answers. Thus, for this
48.1
26..3
22.2
Laverne
Univ, San Francisco
60.6
51.8
portion of the examination,
25.0
New College
25.6
47.2
Southwestern
36.4
they will not be tested on
WSU
(San
Die,go)
23.2
16.8
Golden
Gate
46.0
40.7
knowledge of specific legal
Glendple Univ.,
12.5
21.4
Whittier
44.6
36.4rules.
00;'0
09.3
Calif. Western
35.7
32.3
Non"
Continued on page 5 '

Practice Skills Section
Added· To Bar Exam
.

By George Shohet

Recently,
the California
Committee of Bar Examiners
announced that a new performance
section
testing
"practical skills" will become
a permanent addition to the
California bar exam. Additionally, the Committee announced
that applicants will be required
to take and pass the entire examination at the same administration. According to the
committee, studies of bar exam results show that tests
taken at one sitting are a more
accurate measure of an applicant's ability. Consequently,
California will no longer accept
transfer of multistate bar exam scores from other jurisdictions. However, applicants who
.earned a passing score on one
portion of the exam before July
1983 will be allowed to continue
to take parts of the exam separately for the next three administrations, as the former
policy permitted. For example,
an applicant who passed the
essay portion will only be required to take and pass the
Multistate Bar Examination.
An applicant who passed the

Genera'Sa., Exami'nafionStatistj~~
.July, 1982:,

Non ABA,

Stat,e- Bar Accr edited
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Mullenix Brief Before
Calif. Supreme Court
By "Hans Van Lighten
vealed great dissarray. For exWh.en the
California
. ample, two New York courts
Supreme Court decides the is- came to opposite conclusions
sue of whether a degree is 'com- over the same issue.
munity property next month
She found further that the
they will have in front of them
problem is two fold: first
the most current research done whether the degree is property
on that issue, courtesy of our and second what is its value.
own Professor Linda Mullenix.
Mullenix found that if a court
Last
year
'Pr of e s s o r
could value it, then they would
Mullenix had her Community
find property.
Property class discuss In Re . Professor Mullenix' work
Marraige of Sullivan. Mrs.
has been to synthesize the
Sullivan contends she put Mr.,
cases across the country and
now Dr., Sulliv.in
through
compare. the methods of valuamedical school anp his medical
tion. She thinks there is no
degree should be treated as question that a degree is comcommunity
pro] erty.
Mr.
munity property. She has forSullivan contends, for obvious mulated' an alternative to all
reason, a degree ·is too difficult
other attempts at valuation
to value to divide. Professor.
that she came across.
Mullenix became 'interested
She offered this alternative
last January when' he Court of in a neutral amicus brief which
Appeal handed dovrn its first
she filed with the California
opinion holding for Mrs.
Supreme Court last December.
Sullivan. All the media attenThe brief was based on a law
tion made her cu~ious if this review article which will apwas really as new ~ concept as pear in the Loyola Law Reit was portrayed. \
.
view. The brief was cited by
During
the P\(,st year
Mrs. Sullivan. Mullenix noted
Professor Mullenix researched
the contribution
of three
it- and found that in 'fbout one- Loyola students who assisted
half of the states th~\ issue had her: Diane Carpenter, Mike
come up. -The research re- Lebovitz, and Marc Ward.

NEws BRIEhi=FslO'ln,
Jessup Team

Libel and. Slander
Night Threatened

Announced
The Jessup International
Honors Moot Court program at
Loyola is proud to announce the
following fove team members
representing Loyola in this
year's regional competition:
Lisa Aronson, Luz Buitrago,
Dave Karen,. Nino Mascolo,
and Kathy McGuigan.
.
Led by Doug Kunin, Brian
Krantz, Marisa Malpezzi, and
Selma Mann from last Year's
regional-winning
team, this
year's Jessup team will compete in San Diego on March 11
through 13. Other schools included in the region are Stanford, USC, UC Berkely, and
Brigham Young to name a few.
The Jessup Team is selected
from those who compete in the
intramural competition during
the Fall semester. In an intense five week period, applicants were required to submit
a 25 page brief and argue three
oral rounds concerning the international law problem.
The Jessup Program is a nationally sponsored event which
includes 12 regions in the U.S.
and 17 foreign countries. Regional winners will meet in
Washington,
DC for international competition.

The Libel and Slander Night
Organizing Committee is in an
uproar over attempts by the
faculty to censor the contents
of the upcoming extravaganza.
Citing reports that the scripts
"are debasing, dehumanizing
and defile the human spirit" an
ad hoc committee of the faculty has petitioned the state
Bar to stop the event. They
demand that all those who
participate be censured by the
Bar and denied licensing as attorneys to practice in this
state.
Libel and Slander Night is a
venerable tradition at Loyola
and other respectable
law
schools, protests Matt Pavis,
one of the organizers. Further
it is a night of comedy and
culture
reflecting
the law
school experience. Casting has
begun and rehearsals are to
start
soon for interested
parties, he added. The big
event if all goes as planned will
be March 26.
.
I

The organizing committee
has however let it leak out that

Marc R. ~"rd
\
I·
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Women

'n Workforce

.

Witkin To Receive
St. Thomas Honor

The third annual symposium on
WOMEN IN THE LEGAL
WORKFORCE will be held
Bernard Witkin, the disfrom 9:00 am - 4:00 pm on tinguished authority on CaliSaturday, March 19, 1983, at
fornia law, has been selected
the USC Law Center. The as this year's recipient of the
theme of this year's conference
St. Thomas More Law Honor
is USING THE LAW TO Society's Medallion Award.
MAKE CHANGES. Co-spon- Mr. Witkin will accept the
sors of the event are the USC award at a luncheon banquet to
Women's LaW"Association and
be held at 1:00 P.M. on Sunday,
the American Bar Association.
March 27, at the Biltmore HoCost to attend is $7.50 for stutel Crystal Ballroom. A limited
dents and $15.00 for practinumber of reservations for the
tioners.
Childcare
will be
event will be available to
provided.
For more inforinterested students at a cost of
mation, call Anne at 743-6143 $25per person after March 1st.
(Men-Weds) or Lisa at 743-6803 Further'
details
will' be
(Thurs-Fri) .
provided at a later date.

Christian
Legal Society·
The Christian Legal Society
has a lot planned this semester.
We want to thank all of those
students and faculty- who were
able to join us at our Christmas
Party and encourage everyone
to come to our upcoming
events.
Below is a calendar of C.L.S.
events. We will have speakers
on .campus discussing topics
which are of general concern to
all students, supplementing
areas either passed over or
largely ignored by the law
school curriculum.
We will post exact times and
locations as soon as we know.
An updated calendar as well as
current articles will be posted
in our glass bulletin case near.
Classroom "C".
If-you
are interested in
C.L.S. or have any questions
concerning our events or Bible
studies, please contact us:
Albro Lundy 459-8124
Kathryn Wallace 885-7248
Calendar of Events

Thursday, February 10: Rick
Hauser on Conciliation Service
as an alternative to litigation in
Moot Court Room at 5:30 p.m.
February: Speaker on Abortion, tentatively George Crook.
March: John Perkins, author
of Let Justice Roll Down, on
"Advocacy for Social Justice:
Legal Problems of Minorities
and the Poor".
Wednesday, March 23: Sam
Erickson on "First Amendment Rights" in Moot Court
Room at 12:00 noon.

Contribute To
The Reporter

-

People interested in barring
themselves from the practice
of law in this state can contact
Diane, one of the LSNOC ringleaders at 826-8523or leave a
note in the .envelope outside
The Student Lounge.

Corporate Coun,sel
Seminar -_ 1983

\

The Loyola Reporter

all has not gone smoothly.
There was an uncomfirmed report that certain professors,
expecting to bear the brunt of
the humour, were seen attempting to preempt some suggestions by rifling the suggestion envelope outside the student lounge. 'they were later
seen photocopying the ideas
and circulating the scripts and
then slyly replacing them back
in the envelope. One female
professor has even gone to the
length of pretending to be pregnant hoping this will soften her
treatment in the scripts.
This behavior
has the
LSNOC outraged. An informed
source, who refused to be
identified, said the issue is not
simply the right to defame but
the right to face one's accusers.

By Jeanette Viau
Loyola Law School and the
Corporate Law Departments
Section of the Los Angeles
County Bar Association are
coordinating
this non-profit,
two day seminar focusing on
important corporate legal issues.
The annual seminar features
an impressive
schedule of
speakers, including two Loyola
professors.
Minda
R.
Schechter is participating on
the antitrust law panel. Moderating this discussion is William E. Mussman, Director
and Vice President, Legal, or
Standard Oil Co. The topics include the effect of government
participation on private antitrust suits.
Susan W. Liebeler is on the
shareholder
proposals panel
which will discuss the amendment of Rule 14a-8, and the
status of current exclusions,
moderated
by James
W.
Wallace, Associate General
Counsel to the Times Mirror
Co.

Other
speakers
include
members
of several
distinguished law firms such as
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher.

Environmental
Law Society
All persons interested in the
environment or environmental
law are invited to help us start
a new chapter at Loyola.
Please leave your name, address, and telephone number-at
the campus mailbox (2nd Floor
Burns Building) addressed to
the Environmental Law Society.
'
Also any suggestions as to
activities, projects, or speakers should be submitted.

James C. TreadwaYJ Commissioner of the Securitie'O. and

Exchange Commission is also
participating, as are many executives
from top corporations. Our Dean Ramos is on
the Boad of Governors of the
seminar.
Additional topics covered in
the seminar are employee relations and the implications of
the Teal decision; crisis planning and management and inside counsel's expanding role;
privacy in the workplace; the
art of disclosure including the
problems and techniques illvolved in writing disclosure
statements;
developments in
insider trading; and, the impact of bankruptcy on commercial transactions.
The seminar will take place
on Thursday, March 10, and
Friday, March 11, at the downtown Hyatt Hotel. It is an excellent opportunity to gain
knowledge in vital areas of corporate law that are important
to today's lawyer.
For further information contact Cecilia Morris in the
clinical office here at Loyola,
or call her at 736-1104.

SUMMER
LAW STUDY
in

Alexandria
Dublin
Guadalajara
london
Oxford
Paris
Russia-Poland
San Diego
For information:
Forpign Law Programs
Univ. of San Diego School of Law
Alcala P,ark, San Diego CA 92110
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Secret Government
· '.
h'
.' k
Meetmgs Do T, e Trtc
By Robert W. Benson=
it ought to be.
The recent revelation that,
One point on which all lawHenry Ford IIand Lee Iacocca
yers, and presumably
all
met secretly in 1971 with Presicitizens, would agree is that
dent Nixon to squelch the
when an agency is judging
proposed automobile air-bag
whether an individual violated
rules is rather like the revelits rules it is unfair for the
ation that there is more going 'agency's judge to talk secretly
on in bawdy house than the
to outsiders about the case. If,
piano playing on the first floor.
for example, the Occupational
"No kidding!" the piano player
Safety and Health Commission
will grin. "No kidding!" will
attempts to fine you $10,000 for
grin every lobbyist and governviolating its safty rules and enment official in Washington at dangering your employees, you
the news of the meeting behave the right to a hearing by
tween Ford, Iacocca andNixan agency judge to determine
on. "Hogwash," said the Ford
whether you really did violate
Motor Company at suggestions
the rules. If the judge were to
that the 1971 meeting was immeet secretly with, say, your
proper.
employees, or your mother, to
Only the innocents among
discuss your case, he and they
the public assume that the govwould be in deep trouble. An ex
ernment regulates our lives
parte contact in that situation
through a routine, open process
would violate the due process
in which everyone has an equal
clause of the Constitution, a
chance to participate in shapnumber of statutes, and the
ing the decisions. The Washingethical codes that apply to lawton insiders know that the real
yers and judges. The law here
decisions are often made upsimply reflects
consensus
stairs by what the lawyers call
among us that we want accused
an "ex parte contact." An ex
persons to be judged only on
parte contact is a secret meetthe evidence-presented against
ing with government officials
them, not on the basis of
in which those on one side of a
outside influences.
dispute can make arguments,
When, however, the 'governand cut political deals, without
ment is trying to decide
those on the other side - or the
whether to require air-bags in
public - ever finding out.
cars or ingredient labels on
In addition to the delay of the
liquor, the law is uncertain
air-bag rules, some other deciwhether ex parte contacts are
sions in which ex parte conpermissible or not. The agentacts have played a key role
cies here are not judging
are the Federal Comrimnica-'
violating of their rules, but
tion Commission's refusal to
writing new rules. The wisest
control violence and advertis- - new rules usually are written
ing on children's television, the
when agencies know what
Treasury Department's sudden
everyone affected has to say
withdrawal of ingredient labelabout the subject. Is it good
ing rules
for alcoholic - then, or bad, for the agencies to
beverages,
and the Enlearn the views of others in
vironmental Protection Agensecret, ex parte meetings?
cy's actions favoring highSome people, usually those
sulfer eastern coal over lowwith political clout, say it's
sulfer western coal for electric
good. They adhere to a political
power plants. These are just a
model,
likening
agency
-few of the finer examples that
rulemaking to the process by
have come to light. The truth is
which Congress passes new
that today virtually every govlaws: secret lobbying and
ernment
decision
of any , horse trading are the order of
significance
is heavily in-.
the day, an inherent part of
fluenced by ex parte contacts.
re con c i l i n g compe tin g
It is open to debate whether
ContinuedOD page 5

Book Review

Child Care Center Update

Solo Law Practice
Without Missing
a Meal
By Mike Lebovitz
With all the hype during interview season about large
firm practice; high salaries,
, expense accounts, paid parking.rand health dub dues, it is
easy to forget the most basic
road to take after graduation:
solo law practice.
If the thought of flying solo
has even remotely crossed
your mind as a practice
alternative, then Gerald Singer's How To Go Directly Into
Solo Law Practice (Without
Missing A Meal) is an excellent
decision making tool.
Although the factors that go
into the solo v. non-solo decision are very personal, the
first part of Singer's book gives
a general description of the
pros and cons of solo practice.
While Singer makes it easy to
get caught up in the romance of
solo practice, the factors he
uses as decisional criteria are
worthwhile if viewed objectively.
Singer's effort is to show
that solo practice can be just as
secure and well paying as any
other practice alternative. He
tries to break down the myth
that solo practice means sitting around in an empty office
all day waiting for the phone to
ring. The book is designed to
show the soloist the various
and often overlooked, methods
of getting clients.
Singer offers two plans for
client development both, r~_
volving around an initial reliance on overflow from other
firms. After reading Singer's
book, it is easier to see yourself
as a successful soloist because
his plans are simple and very
workable.
After Singer explains his two
methods, he then goes through
a step by step, nuts and bolts
. approach to solo practice including selecting an office, locating sources of legal information, and, of course, fees
and fee collection. On this last
Continuedon page 5
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SUMMER SJUDIES IN
IRELAND
University College at Cork

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT_
-SCHOOLOFLAW
SUMMER SESSION
Classes Begin
- June 21
Classes End
July 28
Final Examinations
August 1,
3 and 5

Page 3

COURSES
Federal Income Tax
Remedies
Creditors Rights and Bankruptcy
Irish Law and Legal Institutions
Law of the European Economic
Community

For information write to:
Office of Admissions, Summer in Ireland
University of Bridgeport School of Law
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06601

I'

The Law Student Division of
the American Bar Association
recently granted Loyola Law
School $600 to assist in the'
creation of a child care center
. by providing partial funding for
a feasibility
study.
The
proposed center would provide
day care for children of students, faculty and staff members at Loyola. Project directors for the center are Jan
Rubinstein, representing the
Women's Union, and, Camilo
Becerra, representing the Stu-

dent Bar Association.
With the grant money and
matching funds supplied by
Loyola, a consulting firm,
Crystal Stairs, 'Inc, has been
hired to synthesize the raw and
summary data collected by the
Ad Hoc Child-Care Committee
through the survey circulated.
in November. The report will
be submitted to the Committee, headed. by Professor Linda
Mullenix, and after review,
will be submitted to the Dean
for implementation.

ALUM JUSTICE

SONENSHINE'S BRIGHT

ON LOYOLA

By Irene Ziebarth
Loyola graduate,
Sheila
Prell Sonenshine, class of 1970,
was confirmed as an Associate
Justice of the new Third
Division Fourth District Court
of Appeal on December' 27,
1982, will sit in Orange County.
Justice Sonenshine, 37, is the
youngest justice in California
and the first Certified Family
Law Specialist to be appointed
to the Appellate bench. She is
married and the mother of
- three children ages 12, 10, and
5. Eight months pregnant when
she took the bar exam, she has
continued to incorporate the legal profession and 'her family
into a very busy life;
Sonenshine went into sole
practice after graduation: but
not by choice. She had hoped to
join an established firm but
was .turned down because of
sex discrimination.
She rec o un Ls
betng
totally
unprepared for that discrimination as she looked for her first
job as a young attorney. The
stories she relates parallel
those told by Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor. She says she
,was unprepared
at least
partially because at Loyola all
students were treated with
dignity and respect. In such a
nurturing atmosphere the issue
never came up. She was happy
to hear that today at Loyola,
though the students are still
-treated with the same dignity
and respect which she experienced, the subject of sex
discrimination
in the legal
community is being discussed
and women are being prepared
for it by the Placement and
Clinical
offices
and the
Women's Union, As with every
other legal endeavor, there is
no substitute for preparation.
Facing her first month as an
appellate justice, Sonenshine is
drawing on the sound foundation in the basics that she
acquired at Loyola. A major
issue facing law schools when
she was at Loyola was whether
to concentrate on the basics or
branch out and offer classes
which were then considered innovative areas of the law.
Loyola stuck to the basics in a
belief that a sound foundation
in the basics is necessary to all
areas of the law. She's glad
Loyola took the position it did.
Asked how she manages to
look like a fashion plate and
juggle husband, three children,
temple, household, speaking
engagements,
community
work, and the workload at the
Court of Appeal, Sonensliine
credits advice she received
from then Dean' Cowen, to
"face the pressure now" and
learn how to deal with it. At

that time Sonenshine was a
newlywed and first year law
student. Her father had suffered a disabling stroke one
month after the start of her
first semester. Then she was
trying to juggle husband,
household, law studies, and
lengthy visits to her father in
the hospital. Dean Cowen turned down her request to transfer
into night classes with the
above advice. Learning to face
the pressure then was a step
toward successfully managing
the pressures presented by an
'exciting and fulfilling life- today.

As a student at Loyola,
Sonenshine was Professor Garbesi's assistant in the administration of the Minority
Student's Program. She took
classes with many professors
still teaching at Loyola. Among
them are Professors Ogren,
smrtn, Laughran,
Lower,
Tevis,
and
Trinkaus.
Ciassmates
included Harry
Zavos, Gary Wienerman ,and
Frederica
Sedgwick.
Also
classmates were -three women
who are now. also judges:
Judge Judith Ryan of Orange
County Superior Court, Judge
Kathryn Doi Todd of Los An-_
geles Superior Court, and
Judge Susan Audelson of Los
Angeles Municipal Court.
Justice Sonenshine is proud
that Loyola's, admission policies favored otherwise qualified students who happened to behandicappe . One classmate,
Jack Achtenberg, was a quadriplegic who had been refused
admission to law schools in
California
based upon his
handicap. He was admitted to
Loyola
with
Justice
Sonenshine's class. He distinguised himself near the top of
their class. Tragically, he was
killed in an auto accident after
graduation.
The
Jack
Achtenberg Memorial Scholarship was endowed in his name.
Another classmate was Mason
Rhodes, student body president
1969-70 a paraplegic. Mason-is a
renowned attorney specializing
in the rights of the handicapped.
'Justice
Sonen shine came
back to Loyola to hire a 1982
graduate, GayleTamler, as her
research attorney at the Court
of Appeal. Those who don't
know Gayle's name would
nonetheless recognize her as
Professor Josephson's assistant last year.
Justice Sonenshine is proud
to be from Loyola. She credits
Loyola with a concern for humanity and academic
excellence. She says, "Loyola is a
school with a heart."

Page 4.

David J. Mic/ean

Editorial and Opinion

The Fat Guy, With His Shirt
Tucked In- His Underwear.

Arguendo
APPLES· AND. ORANGES
It is a well known axiom that apples and oranges

I'

II
I

I

'\

l'
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don't"mix. But one wonders why the administration
attempts this illfated merger.
When Joan Profant resigned to take an equivalent
position at Southwestern, the position of Director of
Placement was assumed by the present Admissions
Coordinator, Michi Yamamoto. Ms. Yamamoto is
expected to be "acting Director of Placement" as well
as coordinate the Admissions Office. Not to begrudge
Ms. Yamamoto, but we do not think it can be done.
More importantly, we do not think it should be done.
Dean Ramos has put the Placement Office next in
importance to Financial Aid. Despite this however,
the administration has chosen to "experiment" with
this importance. Those who have found a job through
the Placement Office, or those w.hoare, or plan to,
seek a job through the office know of the vital role the
office plays at Loyola.
The Placement Office needs a director, .and the
position is a full-time sole responsibility job. Joan
Profant herself said she was "working long hours and
Saturdays attempting to get my work done." It does
not seem possible that one person can give the requisite attention to both Placement and Admissions.
Joan Profant did an, excellent job for Loyola Law
School. Many recruiters have said that" Joan Profant
is the best thing to ever happen to Loyola." It is
doubtful that she could have been as effective as she
was if she was sidetracked with the responsibility of
coordinating the Admissions Office.
Unfortunately, the administration has lost sight of
the importance of the Placement Office, and has
chosen to gamble with the reliance students place
there. Placement andAdmissions have little in common. They require different skills and produce different results. Profant felt that she could not have held
both positions simultaneously. A combination of the
two offices, even as a temporary "experiment," is a
misguided .attempt to restructure an already effective
office.
.
Perhaps the Placement Office is not as high on the
list of importance as the administration claims.
Although ~ senior administrator, Profant felt that
"people outside the school knew my work better than
the people I worked with". Yet, the administration
admits the importance of the Placement Office. How
can an office of such importance be experimented with
in this manner? It seems that it is just an example of
mixing apples and oranges; or more specifically mismanagement.

EARN MONEY
Sell Advertising for the Reporter
If you have the ability to sell advertising, you can earn up to 33%
of your gross sales by selling' ads for the Loyola Reporter.
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.no. 73 on the second floor of the new building. We'll provide you
with a list of our advertising rates and our circulation schedule.
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year extremely fun. Who could
By David J. Miclean
Ah!, January; a new year, a forget:" Lions and Christians,"
the "what have you heard
new semester.
The crisp
breeze of a winter morning about me speech," IPI's and,
smacks my face and reminds the immortal "picture test"
me' that Christmas is a year where one had to identify
away. Hurried students rush by members of the class for
me to be first in line for "Milli- points.
The picture test had always
pede." 1 casually laugh, remembering how addicted 1 was intrigued me, as each person
, to "Berzerk" until 1 developed
had their own way, of regoals. 1 decided to take brief membering another member of
solace in the lounge. Un- the class. Most people were
fortunately, the only seat left loathe to reveal their descripwas below a large blue mass of tions for fear of embarasspaper maiche that 1 kept hit- ment, shame or reprisal. 1
ting with my head. 1 suppose it made it my business to look
was art. As soon as my eyes over shoulders. A few of the
were closed and 1 was com- more notable descriptions
fortable
some sophisticate
were, "fat guy with his shirt
started plunking away on the tucked in his underwear,' ,
piano. (naturally) 1 then deci- "mouth,"
"punk girl with
ded to see if any friends were
hairy arms," "legs," "tiger,"
in Campus Cuisine (old Gil's)
"Mr. McCabe," and "girl with
so 1 walked in and looked the moustache." It came to
around. 1 couldn't focus ad- mind that a few enterprising
midst the teaming bustle of ac- females put down flattering detivity, so 1 spent my last dollar
scriptions in hopes of alluring
on a small coffee with napkin.
the opposite sex. If "gorgeous
To my surprise the napkin was hunk with cute butt" was
free, although 1 was charged
shown to enough people, it
extra for the plastic top on my would finally reach the ears of
coffee cup. 1 walked over to a the intended and a date could
table and sat down. At once 1 possibly ensue. Then there
was aware of legal size sheets
were the "hardcores."
"We
of white paper with names on are not here to learn mimes
them. Josephson was at it and play frivolous
social
again.
games, we are here to learn the
1 felt tears come to my eyes law. By God, we love the law."
as a wave of nostalgia coursed
The hard cores usually ended
my body and made me warm. 1 their tirade with threats to see
could vividly remember those
the dean if their grades sufdays in Criminal Law when
fered for failing to learn their
name tags, plaid suits' and classmates names.
mens rea combined to make
1 was awoken out of my
the last .semester of my first
nostalgic trance by a first year

girl in a minidress screaming,
"1 have toe worst memory, 1do
1 do, 1 really do, 1 mean come
on." 1 as-sured her that everything would be O.K. and that if
she studied real hard she could
call people by their first name
instead of just saying hi. Her
face brightened as she skipped
away, amused by the prospect.
1 walked to my car, opened
the door, and got inside. The
esprit-de-corps
and special
friends of that first year filled
my thoughts.
1 mentally
saluted Josie for acting as the
catylyst to our comraderie. I
verbally cursed him for my
grade in Criminal Law. Alas, I
learned that making friends
was just as milch a part of law
school as learning the definition of Buggery.
THE END
The above article by David J.
Miclean, is the first in a series of
dissertations by MicJean entitled
"stories with a moral. "Other titles in
the series include, "Who left the refrigerator open" and "There's a Nazi
in the bathroom. " Theentire seriescan
be purchased in its original 8 volume
set, complete with leather boundcase,
if you write to David J. Miclean,
"stories with a moral, " c/o TheLoyola
Reporter and enclosea cashiers check
or money order made out to David J.
Miclean in the sum of $299.99. If Dave
receives your order within two weeks
of this issue date, he will include the
amazing "Ginsu" knife as an additional bonus. Even if you return the
knife he will keep your check. The
series is also avaiJable on 8 track tape
or cassettes. So don't hesitate to join
the millions of others that have
thouroughJy enjoyed Dave's message
and have been positively changedIJe.
causeof it. Write today for your set.

lettertorials
Editor:
Sherrill Kushner's editorial
December 1, 1982on male students parking in the women's
priority parking areas fails to
. consider the statistics regarding the violence done to males
on the street.
While no one condones violations of the rule concerning
women-only parking, nor discounts the heinousness of the
crime of rape, it can be no less
serious for a male (or female)
to be assaulted
or killed.
Males, it is my general understanding, are statistically the
victims of a greater number of
such violent attacks. Be that as
it may, males, simply by virtue
of their
gender
are not
necessarily any less vulnerable
to the spectre of violent assault
in the Loyola neighborhood,
any more capable of defending
themselves should such an assault occur, nor do males
necessarily feel any less personal anxiety toward this ever
present danger than do females
about rape. Myself and many
other males at Loyola and
elsewhere feel that recognition
of this fundamental reality is
long overdue.
The present parking .arrangement at Loyola, which relegates a considerale number
of male students to parking on
the street or in a lot several
blocks from campus,
and

males who are allowed into the
parking . structure
to those
spaces on its far side, amounts
to a kind of enforced chivalry
at the p-otentially serious expense of male students. As

such, in this era of equal rights,
the arrangement is hypocritical and anachronistic
especially at a law school.
Steve Jacques
- 3rd Year Day Student.

Profant Bids Farewell
Dear Students,
1 recently gave myself some
career counseling and decided
to move from Loyola to view
some new horizons after five
years. Change is scary. It
wasn't an easy decision because 1 have become so attached to the kind of student at
Loyola . . . good lawyers and
adventurers in life.
The -Director of Admissions
Michiko
Yamamoto,
ha~
agreed to assume as Acting Director, the Placement Center
responsibilities so you can be
assured of complete continuity
and service from a highly com-

petent administrator. She as-·
sumes
these
new
responsibilities on January 17.
There will not be serious disruption in the services that you
need or in the basic program
here at Loyola. Remember
that in essence you are the
basic placement program and
you can be confident.
Wish me luck as 1 do you. My
love to those I've grown to
know and care about. Thanks
for allowing me to be one of the
few who love their work!
Sincerely,
Joan Profant,
Director of Placement

WRITE'US
A LETTER
The Loyola Reporter encourages Letters to the Editor. They
should be typed and signed. Submit to Loyola Reporter - Mailbox

73.
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The facts in each performance
test· will
be
presented
in the form of
memoranda, interview notes,
documents, and transcripts.
Applicants will be asked to deduce applicable
principals
from decisional and statutory
materials and to apply them to
facts similarly extracted from
the sources mentioned above.
Formerly, the bar exam was
comprised of nine essay exams, (accounting for 60% of an
applicant's grade) and the
Multistate exam, (which accounted for the remaining
40%). Under the new format,
the three sections (Essay,
Multistate and Performance
Tests) will receive
equal
weight.
Although applicants will continue to be responsible for the
same number of subjects, it is
likely that fewer subjects will
be included on the exam as a
result of the addition of the
performance tests. The performance tests are designed to
test "analytical and other lawyering skills" rather than
knowledge of substantive law.
As a result, applicants are not
required to have any prior
knowledge of the law covered
by the performance sections.
Furthermore, by avoiding topical areas, the Committee
hopes to keep the chance of
. prior knowledge at a mini-:

mum.
The Committee's decision to
develop a performance section
came in the wake of criticism
that the bar exam did not
-measure important legal skills
such as the ability to collect

Secret--Continued from page 3

interests in a democratic society. One federal court has
specifically
endorsed
this
model, saying that rulemaking
was not meant to be "a rarified
technocratic
process, unaffected by political considerations or the presence of Presidential power."
The problem with this political model is that you can't vote
a bureaucrat out of office, so
the accountability of the ballot
box that makes the Congressional lawmaking process
tolerable is missing in agency
rulemaking. Moreover, there
are statutes on the books that
require the agencies to open
their rulemaking process to the
public, and to justify their decisions rationally. Ex parte contacts make a mockery of those
statutes. A· different federal
court has warned that ex parte
contacts can reduce public discussions "to a sham." "Even
the possibility that there is
here one administrative record
for the. public and this court
and another for the agency and
those 'in the know' is intolerable.' ,
The courts and the legal profession are struggling with this
question. In the long run, the
answer will depend upon what
behavior we citizens demand
from our government officials.
Do we tell them to play the
piano on t}1efirst floor, or do
we wink as they go upstairs to'
turn a trick with the lobbyists?
• Robert W. Benson is
professor of administrative
law.

and apply facts, do legal research, understand and interpret opinions and regulations
and write effectively. Critics
also claimed that the exam
placed too much emphasis on
an applicant'
ability
to
memorize legal principles, because in actual practice an attorney usually consults reference materials rather than relying on his memory.
Following the July ·1980bar
exam, the Committee conducted an experiment in which
performance questions were
administered to approximately
500 bar applicants. The Committee ~oncluded that the performance tests provide a "re. liable means for measuring important lawyering skills that
are not assessed fully by traditional essay and multi state
portions of the examination."
The 1980 experiment was
sponsored jointly by the National Conference of Bar Examiners and the California
Committee. Additionally, the
inclusion of performance tests
on the July 1983and February
1984 bar examinations will be
funded inpart by the National
Conference. In light of the National Conference's substantial
investment (over $100,(00).and
the positive results being reported by the California Committee, there appears to be.
every indication that performance tests will also become. a part of bar examinations in other states.
At a recent meeting of law
school deans held by the Committee of Bar Examiners, it
was disclosed that students
who had some clinical or other
law-related employment experience were expected- to receive higher scores on performance exams than students
without such experience. The
statistics obtained from the experimental examination
appear to support that conclusion. The Committee also
indicated that the written components of the .performance
tests will be graded differently
than the essay section of the
exam. Graders will be placing
increased emphasis on an applicant's writing style, organizational format and grammar. Dean Siegel, who attended the meeting, believes that
Loyola's emphasis on practical
skills classes like CPW and the
recently implemented
lawyering skills classes
will
provide Loyola with a definite
advantage on the exam's new
section.
Two people concerned about
the new format are Jack Goetz, .
Executive Director of BarBri,

.and
Professor
Michael
Josephson, President of BRC.
Both gentlemen said me that
their respective bar review
courses are currently being
modified to include instruction
on the new section. However,
each stressed that law schools
will have to shoulder most of
the responsibility for providing
their graduates with the skills
that will be tested on the performance tests. "We simply do
not have the time to teach writing and analytical skills," said
Prof. Josephson, "the best we
can do is hone those skills in
the span of time we have."
Goetz and Josephson plan to
use simulated tests and special
workshops to help students
learn to successfully manage
the facts and focus on the minilibrary of cases presented in
the new section.
With
respect
to the
procedural
change
which
prohibit applicants from taking
exam portions separately, both
gentlemen were optimistic.
Mr. Goetz believes that applicants may actually benefit
from
the new
grading
procedures, which no longer
require that each section be
passed independently.
"By
achieving a good score on one
section", he stressed; "a failing score on another section
could be outweighted."
,
Prof. Josephson stated that
the Committee's
former
procedure allowing those applicants who could afford to take
the exam in seperate parts to
do so, prejudiced other applicants unable to avail themselves of _that opportunity. He
stated that the change in format cures this possible inequity and has the added benefit of
having all applicants "do the
same test."
In implementing
these
changes, the bar examiners
clearly hope to improve the exam's ability to identify those
applicants who have the skills
and knowledge
that
are
necessary for practicing law. It
remains to be seen whether the
performance tests and the one
administration rule will have
that effect. Whether there are
unexpressed motivations which
also lead to the Committee's
decision is unknown. Perhaps,
if applicants are denied admission to the bar on the basis
of a lack of "pracitcal skills"
rather
than some other
purported
measurement
of
competence, California's low
passage rate (about 47%) can
be justified to the general public. No one I spoken with expected the passage rate to in- .
crease as a result of these

ProfantQuits-_____,....--Continued from page 1

departure, the administration
has made a surprising change
by significantly reducing the
office of director of placement.
Dean Frakt has appointed
Michi Yamamoto as "acting
director of placement," an office she will have to coordinate
with
her
present
responsibili ties. as director of
admissions. As Dean Ramos
stated, Ms. Yamamoto is an
"able, meticulous and dedicated administrator. " However,
in light of the extent 'of work
required by these two offices,
it is questionable whether it is

fair for one person to assume
both roles. Although the placement director designs her own
goals with regard to recruitment and counselling, Joan
Prof ant admitted
that she
could not have effectively held'
both positions simultaneously.
The
administration
characterizes the decision to
consolidate the two positions as
"an experiment." Yet, when
Dean Ramos rates the schools
obligatiosn regarding placement as "next in importance to
financial aid for students," one
wonders at whose expense this
experiment is made.

changes. Some attributed this
low rate to the high number of
unaccredited schools in the
state and concluded that because those schools stereotypically stress black letter
law rather than legal analysis
and writing, the new exam may
result in even lower passage
rates fot students from those

schools. Regardless of the
social and economical implications of that statement,. it is
certain that performance tests
will be an intregral part of the
bar exam, prompting
law
schools to consider placing increased emphasis on practical
skills.

Who'sIn Charge-Continued from page 1

and it deals with SBA concerns
with a necessarily
broad
brushstroke.
In between falls the area this'
article is concerned with. The
administration does not actively seek to be responsive to student needs before they become
problems.
The problem may be with the
competing interests facing the
administration.
The school
runs as a business, and seems
to have taken on an existence
of its own. Students feel very
strongly how the, school is
spending money, and the school
should be responsive and accountable
to the students
before a problem arises.
Clearly, the school does
spend mostly student money.
Tuition generates more than
90% of the school budget. However, most of the administration's energies are focused upward, to Loyola Marymount
University, and outward, to
prospective students and alumni.

-Furthermore,
none of the
Deans has prior student counselling or school administration experience. All four deans,
Stewart, Ramos, Siegal and
Frakt, are lawyers by education and experience. additionally, there has been tremendous turnover, and none of the
deans has served for more than
three years. Loyola also demoted its only female dean;
thus, the entire administrative
structure is now male. As a
result, none of the deans are
particularly well-equipped to
deal with student needs.
.,_
Examples of the administration's no-response response to
student concerns are: the food
service franchise; consolidating Student Placement and Admissions; and the decision to
charge retesting students full
tuition.
Admittedly, the school must
run as a business. But just as a
good executive
anticipates
client and stockholder needs,
problems and expectations, so
should the school.

Book Review-______;;,._-Continued from page 3

subject, Singer admits that his
data may be outdated.
The book then covers practice management and development. He offers many suggestions for office management
which detail the entire time
from before a client file is ever
opened to well beyond its removal from the active file
cabinet. Even if you already .
possess a good sense of organization, you will come away
impressed with the detail of
Singer's coverage of office
management.
The remainder of Singer's
book treats such things as practice builders, expansion of the
practice, drafting pleadings,
and relationships with employees, attorneys, and judges.
It seems Singer's goal is to
make the potential soloist
more secure in her/his decision

to go it alone. He makes the
entire process of implementing, developing, and expanding
a solo practice easy to understand. Singer gives the reader
. confidence to practice alone.
Singer at times slips into an
over-colloquial hype of the
benefits of solo practice and
moves
a way . from
the
mechanics of his methods. The ""'reason for this is probably related to his desire to make the
reader feel at ease and believe
that, as he says, "no special
attributes" are needed to be a
solo practioner.
Wading through the cute
phraseology however is well
worth it as Singer has put
together a workable guide to
developing your own practice.
The book's theme seems to be
that "you too can be secure in
your own law practice."

YOlfCAN

CHANGEA LIFE.
MAYBE
YOUR OWN.

If you want to grow as a person, develop new skills, meet interesting people and expand your horizons, while helping others, participate
in your United jewish Appeal federation campus campaign.
Your involvement can make the difference for jews everywhere.
CONI'ACT:

Stacy Simon 208-4427

Gary Segal 388-9703
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By Sherrill Kushner
required discipline and budgetfirm was then in the process of
liability. He also practices in
. "IS THERE UFE AFTER
ing of my time. Having had this. merging with another. In less
an informal sense. helping
LAW SCHOOL?" This familiar
experience makes you certain
than a year, Kass left, unhappy
friends who come to him for
query raises a more profound
though, that you can do almost
with the work and feeling it
legal advice.
follow-up question - "What
anything."
was not the firm she thought
He doesn't rule out the possikind of life will it be?" CorporThough he has never pracshe was joining since the
bilityof practicing law someate practice? Public interest
ticed law, his law degree, he merger had fallen through.
day. "Lawyering is the best of
law? Practice in a big firm?
believes, has served him well.
all
possible worlds," remarks
Having had positive clerking
Small firm? Government? Solo As a news broadcaster, he feels
Kirsch.
"The counseling role
experiences as a student, she
practice?
OR NO PRACit has sharpened his ability to
appeals to me. A lawyer is
knew her dissatisfaction
TICE!! Many attorneys have
see the different sides to a
someone to whom people turn
wasn't a function of the law, so
opted not to practice law. F!Jr ,given problem and thus prein times of trouble for advice,
she went to a legal recruiter to
some the decision was made
vents tunnel vision in his resolace and support.
When
-find another job. With less than
even· before entering
law - porting. He claims his degree
people
have
come-to
me
as a
a year's work experience, howschool. For others, only after
also gives him an edge over
lawyer,
I
find
it
very
satisfying
ever, the prospects were slim,
trying atraditional
law praccolleagues in the business. He
to help. I'm ever more seriousand instead, the recruiter retice were more satisfying cafeels his familiarity
with
ly
considering
practicing
cruited her to be a recruiter!
reer alternatives discovered.
procedure in criminal and civil
criminal or family law - areas
After
a
year
with
the
recruit"Throughout history, lawcases enables him to anticipate
where I would be dealing with
ment agency, she and a colyers from Cicero to Geraldo
what's coming and _how judges
human problems."
Rivera have won recognition
will respond in a law-related
league, Jeff Abell, split off and
Jonatban
Kirsch,
J.D.
Based on his own exformed Kass/ Abell and Asfor their non-legal endeavors,"
news story.
perience, Kirsch recommends
sociates,
-offering
attorney
Loyola,
1976,
is
now
a
senior
writes Saul Miller in his book, .
Schubeck says that broadthat law students who are uneditor of California magazine
After Law School. "Lawyers
casting, in comparison to lawplacement
and law firm
(formerly New West). He has
sure about practicing
law
who are known for their
yering, provides him a sizable
mergers. They have two asalso written two novels and has
should "try it as soon as they
achievements in 'alternative
income and the opportunity for
sociates, and all are former
taught a writing class at UCLA ~graduate for as long as-they
careers,' " he continues, "ina high-pressured existence up- a t tor n e y s .
K ass's
extension. While an undercan take it to find out if they
responsibilities are split :beelude SiI Thomas
More,
on which he thrives. "If I were
like it. Then they won't have to
tween
administrative
duties
in
graduate
in
Russian
History
at
Copernicus,
Descartes,
a criminal lawyer, which is
face the increasing difficulty in
University of California, Santa
Tchaikovsky, Lenin, .Ghandi,
what I'd be interested in doing the office and legal "headswitching back to law after
hunting."
Cruz,
he
was
a
part-time
reCastro, Jules Verne, Paul Robif I were in the law business,
achieving success in another
porter for the Time-Life News
eson, Francis Scott Key and
I'd be under a lot of pressure,
profession and the concomitant
When she stopped practicing
.Bureau Division and for the
Howard Cosell."
but I don't think it would be the
significant salary cut to be a
law, reaction among her colSanta Cruz Sentinel. After reKeeping company with these
kind I'd really enjoy as much
leagues was divided. The older .celving his B.A. degree, he beginning lawyer."
illustrious attorneys are it few
as I enjoy television, perhaps
attorneys were envious and
wanted to continue in journalof the many local attorneys
because I'm so familiar with
wished they had the guts to
ism and interviewed at the Los
who have also opted for
the chemistry of this busimake the break. Her less sym- -Angeles Times. Turned down
alternative careers: Their brief
ness."
pathetic
law school peers quesbecause his undergraduate
~heila James Kuehl, J.D.
profiles will reveal why they
For Schubeck, lawyering
tioned
how
she
would
find
in..
degree
was
insufficient,
it
was
Harvard,
1978, has had an
went to law school, what led. poses the fear of failure, a surtellectual
stimulation.
Finding
suggested
he
return
to
graduinteresting
and checkered cathem to· switch careers, and
prising revelation from somethat
stimulation
has
posed
no
ate
school
and
then
reapply.
_
reer.
From
1950-65 she perhow they feel about changing
one who seems so confident
problem.
Kass
finds
her
day-toDiscontented
with
the
prospect
formed
as
an
actress and was
from traditional lawyering.
and in control. He expresses
day
work
with
people
extreme6f
using
his
writing
skills
in
best
known
for
her television
doubt about whether ·he could
public relations work, he conrole as "Zelda" in "The Many
take the pressure and hurt of ly stimulating. She is ~also all
avid reader and takes classes ~ sidered the, advice. In a moLoves of Dobie Gillis." Then
losing as a lawyer. "I don't lose
at
local
universities.
The
difment
of
relevaiion
while
drrvshe wo.rked at UCLA in a variewhen I'm in television," shares
ference
now
is
that.
she
can
ing
home
from
the
Times
inter-'
ty of capacities, advising on
Schubeck. "I am totally aware
choose
the
kind
of
stimulation
view,
he
recalls,
he
decided
to
student activities, writing for
that we're going to win and do
she
wants.
go
to
law
school
and
promptly
the Alumni News and advising
this right and better than any
applied
to.
Loyola.
the Student Council. A number
other station. I don't think
There .are drawbacks to the
Ironically,
the summer
of factors motivated her dewe've ever blown a program.
legal recruitment
business,
before school started, he was -cision to enroll in law school in
Even where there have been a
however, points out Kass. One
hired at the Times as editor for
the mid '70s. To. progress in
, number of technical mistakes,
is not having the security of a
West
magazine.
He
was
able
to
administration, she knew she
the program's never gone down . regular paycheck which a law
continue
as
editor
during
the
needed
a doctorate degree. the drain. If I were doing this in
firm affords. Instead she works
day
and
attend
law
school
at
Law
school
held dual appeal the courtroom, I don't have the
on a commission basis, getting
night.
While
still
in
law
school
a
practical
trade
and
same confidence, though expaid when making a placement
he
left
the
Times
and
began
to
philosophical_exercise.
She
had
perience might be the great
and the work comes sporadifree-lance
for New West
also been.deeply touched by the
moderator there and give me
cally. Also, as a recruiter, she
magazine. Then after graduWomen's Movement and the
that same sort of confidence."
must constantly be "on." She
ation
from
Loyola
(cum
laude)
Student
Revolution in those
His love of the law is apdoesn't have the luxury of re- .he was offered two law jobs
years
and
saw the "slipshod
parent. In between the 5 and 11 fusing to deal with people like
and a senior editorship at New
justice with which the students
o'clock news, he often goes to
she could as an attorney, able
West. He chose the latter and
were treated." The potential of
the county law library to read
to close the door 'and isolate
has
been
with
the
magazine
the law to correct inequalities
opinions. He also listens to law
herself to do her work.
ever
since.
in
the areas of constitutional
tapes in his car and reads cases
-, "There's no better training
and. women's rights was an
,
Her
legal
skills,
she
admits
in
the
bathtub
because
"it's
the
John Schubeck, J.D. Loyola,
than law
added Incentive.
. are becoming rusty, and only for journalism
best reading there is!!"
1978, co-anchors two evening
school," claims Kirsch. "You
So at age 34 she went to
when
"Aunt
Mabel"
comes
to
news programs
at KNBC
need to know how power is
Harvard Law School. There
.
her
with
a
legal
problem
does
where he has worked for apshe became president of the
she attempt to give legal ad- wielded and how relationships
proximately ten years. While
are
structured
and
both
are
student
body, was the first
vice. Being an attorney does
an undergraduate at the UniRoberta Kass, J.D. UCLA,
always governed by law, lawwoman at Harvard to win the
enhance
her
status
as
a
legal
versity of Michigan" he was
1979, received, her bachelor of
Moot Court competition and
recruiter,'
though, so' she· yers, and legal relationships."
encouraged to go to law school.
arts degree in psychology and
As a senior editor for the was one of the founders of the
makes
it
a
point
to
so
identify
However, when his broadintended to pursue a career in
first Women's Law Journal.
herself when working. In the magazine he not only enjoys
casting career skyrocketed imindustrial psychology. She had
writing for publication, but
After graduation
she re-:
competitive
recruiting·
busimediately after. graduation,
been accepted to a five-year
likes having a public voice in
turned to Los Angeles to work
ness,
she
feels
this
establishes
there was no time for law
PhD program at a Midwestern
the community as well. When at a downtown law firm
her credibility more quickly,
school. Before coming to Los
school but began to have rewriting
in his three specialty
specializing in municipal law
and she is able to use the legal
Angeles.hs worked announcing
servations about attending. In
areas - law, government, and
and representing small cities
"buzz
words"
helpful
in
placradio in Detroit and Chicago,
a moment of panic, she took
politics, he is always drawing
in Los Angeles and Orange
ing attorneys.
and then on to television in
the LSAT and GMAT examinaupon his legal education.
. ccun t ie s. The
practice
Philadelphia and New York. It
tions and ended up in UCLA's
"I don't regret the time I
On the job he also functions
centered solely on survival iswasn't until he co-anchored the
joint Masters in Business Adspent in law school. If I hadn't
as a lawyer - drafting and
sues in reaction to the funding
11:00 evening news at KNBC
ministration-Juris Doctor progone, I wouldn't have ended up reviewing contracts, advising
constraints of Proposition 13.
that he had the freedom to
gram. The combination was atwhere I am now, and I love on legal issues and evaluating
She left after six months and
pursue his law studies.
tractive to her because if she
where I am now!" enthuses
stories that pose legal probjoined the first women's law
"Law school was one of the
didn't like law .school, she still
Kass. As an added bonus, she lems, like whether or not the
firm in Los Angeles, working
most stimulating things that
had the MBA.
also met her husband in law reporters are able to obtain ~ as one of the associates in the
ever happened to me," notes
Upon graduation she pracschool when he was teaching a certain records. Although the . five-woman firm. There she
Schubeck, "even though the
ticed in a 17-member Westlegal research and writing
magazine is represented by
worked on dissolutions to supday-to-day study was difficult
wood law firm, focusing on
class. He now is a songwriter
outside
counsel,
Kirsch
gives
port
the firm's Title VII work.
because the volume of work
general corporate law. The
and a practicing attorney.
authoritative .advice to avoid
While she liked the practice
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BEYOND THE BAR
of law, she disliked the long ~and joined a prestigious local
businessman
in partnership
hours and working for others
12-member law firm where he
with
a fellow
Loyola
and left to begin a solo family'
handled probate, corporate-and
classmate. While studying aclaw practice from her Hollydivorce cases, for a clientele
counting, a friend wanted to
wood home. She began taking -rnainly in the entertainment
take the LSAT and encouraged
the cases of. battered women,
world. "I had some fun moZaroff to do likewise. Zaroff
lesbian mothers and women
ments," says Gorton as he
took it, then applied and was
fighting for custody of their
shares an anecdote about his
accepted to Loyola as was his
children. Fees were difficult to
first client, Joe DiMaggio, but
friend.
collect. Kuehl began to feel
those moments apparently
After graduation, he and two
emotionally
and financially
were few and Jar between.
classmates, Robert Dushane
depleted by the demands of her
To escape the law after six
and Gary Weinerman- (now a
work.
. years of practice, he joined a
clinical professor at Loyola)
In mid-1980, a friend called
small film production company
formed a partnership and openand offered her a one-year stint
where he produced, acted,
ed up a small storefront law
as Associate Dean of Students
wrote, directed and filmed.
office. They did Civil litigation,
at UCLA. The timing was
From there he went to' Warner
some tax work and wrote
right. Kuehl needed a rest from
Brothers as Director of Busicourt-appointed
appellate
her practice and needed the
ness Affairs where he prinbriefs. "Most of our clients
good, secure salary the new
cipally negotiated deals.
couldn't afford to pay," quips
position offered. She' took 'the
And then another woman inZaroff, "and those who couldjob and selectively practiced
fluenced his life. While in therdidn't!"
The accounting
family law on the side. In adapy he met his wife, Susan,
degrees that he and Dushane
dition, she began to teach a
who had returned to school to
had led them into some busiclass, "Women and Law," at
become a therapist. She enness management
work as
California State University,
couraged him to do likewise
well. For this service they
Long Beach, arid Family Law
and left her books laying
charged small fees and took an
at USC's Paralegal Program..
around the house to peak his
equity interest in the comShe continues to teach every
curiosity. It worked and he
panies they managed. Eventuspring at Cal State Long Beach
began reading with excitement
ally they sold off all but one of
and now team teaches a sex
for the first time,
.
their companies and went full
discrimination course at USC's
They went to school together
time with Ditto Apparel of
law school
with
Loyola
and trained together. He is now . California, famous for manuprofessor Carol Agate.
.
a licensed marriage, family
facturing women's jeans. With
Kuehl currently is Director
and child counselor with a PhD
time they took a more promiof Off-Campus Housing at
in counseling psychology. His
nent role in the business, and
UCLA,
a position
she
wife practices out of the same
Zaroff became senior vice
characterizes as "middle manoffice. In practice for the past
president.'
age
seven years, he now sees indiDitto Apparel was sold in
"I use my legal skills convidual clients as well as con1974, but Zaroff and Dushane stantly, and I wouldn't have
ducts six training programs for
were retained by the company
foregone my law training for
55 .graduate students
and
which
bought
it out.
anything," comments' Kuehl. .licensed professionals, all in a- - Weinerman opted to drop out
"If you want tobe involved in
3Vz-day work week.
and teach law school. When the
institutions
and influence
" As a psychotherapist he has
management contracts ran out
society, you need this traingiven lectures, demonstrations
in 1980, Zaroff and Dushane
ing." In comparing university.
and classes throughout the U.S.
contemplated
semi-retireadministration
to lawyering,
and abroad. Coupling his thermerit. But that was short-lived.
Kuehl says that her current job
apy skills with his legal backThey formed a limited partnerat UCLA gives hera chance to. ground, he has served as the
ship and opened up a coin-operuse administrative skills, de"
director
and training
staff'
ated laundry in Arleta, Calivelop budgets, prepare publicamember for the Humanistic . fornia. But not just any old
tions and supervise personnel,
Law Institute,
providing
laundry! This laundry was the
all of which she enjoys. Her
special workshops and group
largest known; equipped with
lawyering, however, enables
therapy. for lawyers, judges, ,satellite
television, a video
her "to change the world!"
and law students at Esalen Inarcade and full vending, boast,
stitute in Big Sur and in Los
ing the highest volume and
Angeles from 1976-1979.
most profit known in local cir"The legal and business excles.
perience I've had has been
When Dushane's brother, a
helpful as a psychotherapist,"
Utah engineer, -began playing
notes Gorton. "Because
I
with microwaves and satellite
didn't go- directly into psytelevision, the pair saw the
chotherapy from school, my
potential for still another venother experiences permit me to
ture. They formed the Janeil
connect with my clients in
Corporation, and as one of the
ways other psychotherapists
leading companies in the inmight not. My legal training,
dustry, they manufacture and
specifically,' has helped me get
distribute satellite tv anteninto issues rather than simply
nae and accompanying elecaccept the surface responses of
tronic equipment. -Zaroff, exmy clients."
ecutive
vice. president
of
Gorton in no way condemns
Janeil, maintains that his legal
the legal profession, but recskills have proven helpful in his
ommends it for someone who
ability to negotiate, review
really likes it. He personally
documents and contracts,to
was relieved to stop lawyering
approach various decisions and
because it didn't fit him. He
comply with the law. "In dealadmits the change was scary,
ing with other attorneys, I can
-in part because he feared that
better assess their advice as an
he would never be able to do as
attorney myself," he states.
Dr. David Gorton, J.D. Uniwell financially. Ironically he
Zaroff practices no law at all,
versity of Michigan, J962,
is doing better financially as a
except to a minor extent on
didn't decide to go to law
psychotherapist and is further
behalf of the various comschool; his mother decided for
panies he still manages, For
rewarded by the close contact
him! She claimed that he had
Janeil, he retains outside counhe has with others "on an inwanted to be a lawyer since he
sel. - two Loyola alumni, Jeff
timate and vulnerable level."
was three years old, and like a
Lee and Roberta Winograd.
good, little boy, he never ques"What I do now offers me a
tioned it. Today he is a Gestalt
much broader area in which to
therapist in Encino.
deal," observes Zaroff, comHe depicts his law school exIrving Zaroff, J.D. LOyola,
paring his current work to his
perience as "agonizing," but 1970, wound up in law school as
former law practice. "I can
he graduated, passed the bar,
a fluke. He is now a successful
choose my own areas and how I

DAVID GORTON

IRVING ZAROFF

want to express them. Law- someone who does! Taking his
yering is more reactionary. I advice to heart and to com. prefer advocating my own pos- pensate for her lack of crediition because I always agree
entials (like no undergraduate
with what I'm doing! That's
degree) she joined many pronot always the case in law. I fessional organizations and bewent into law as ari idealist, but came president of many of
in the practical application it is · them.
a huge battle to maintain those
These activist' activities
ideals. How things are done brought her to the attention of
often doesn't have a lot to do former Governor Jerry Brown
with justice."
who asked her to work for him
Zaroff has no regrets about in Sacramento. Not only was
attending law school or not she a Republican, but she
practicing law. "It will never didn't want to work in Sacrahurt you to have a legal back- mento. However, she sucground," he states. "Legal
cumbed, sold her house, and
.training provides one -with a served as Assistant Secretary
t ne m e n d o u s
a dvant
a ge ,
and General Counsel of the
_ especially if you're going into Business and Transportation
business. "
Agency. Her, duties were part
legal, part administrative. As
second in command, she oversaw 14 departments and the
legal departments within each
of those, 35,000 employees and
a $1:5 billion budget.
Six months later, Governor
Brown persuaded her to become Director of the Department of Economic and Business Development, a completely non-legal post. The bait: an
appointment to the bench if she
didn't like the new post as Director. She tried it and discovered she loved managing
and making decisions and policy. His offen of appointment to
the bench went unaccepted.
Sitting on one of her advisory
councils was the chairman of
American
City Bank • .Irn->
pressed with her skills, he offered her a job within the bank
in Los Angeles. She became
senior vice president and designed bank services for professionals such as accountants,
attorneys and doctors. She was
Betty Bryant, J.D. Beverly · also a member of the ExSchool of Law (now Whittier), . ecutive Management Commit1969, came out of high school
tee and an elected Director of
"expecting to live happily ever
the Board. Again she created
after." Sometime later,as
a another first. Never before had
-young divorcee, she enrolled in there been a woman on the
law school, one of three women
Board of the Executive Manin her class, to find an interestagement Committee and cering job that would make a lot of tainly no woman before in
money.
senior management at all. At
Afraid that no one else would' that time she was the' highestoffer her a job, she took the .ranking female banker in the.
first one offered after gradustate and also had the distincation. As associate trust coun- tion of being an inside bank
sel for Security Pacific Na- executive as well as a Director
tional Bank, she was the first
On the Board - a rarity to hold
woman lawyer ever hired
both positions simultaneously.
there.' For 3% years she re"Lawyering has been the
solved the legal questions of in- . foundation for everything else
house bank staff, drafted trust
I've done," Bryant remarks.
documents for outside counsel
"Without my law background I
wouldn't have arrived at where
who were bank clients, and
supervised litigation brought
I am now." She also finds her
legal training useful in her daiagainst the bank in its capacity
as trustee. She also worked for ly, non-work life and still keeps
the corporate department of her lawyer letterhead for the
the bank, putting out bonds and times she needs a little extra
clout!
debentures.
Bryant advises law students
From there she went to Union Bank as corporate counsel -to try practicing law when they
and as part of her duties, ad- graduate, otherwise "it's like
taking tennis lessons without
vised the personnel department on hiring practices when ever playing, and it would be a
shame to waste the opportunity
her feminist leanings became
known. In addition to her role ·to have the skill and ability."
as corporate counsel, she be- Yet she cautions students to be
came corporate secretary and open to every kind of experience that comes along. Her,
a director of Union Intercareer history attests to the
national Bank,
While clerking in the Su- wisdom of that caveat.
Is there life after law
perior Court as a student, a
judge advised her that to be school? Yes, and the potential
successful you either have to for a rich and very diversified
already have money or know life is yours for the taking!

BEny, BRYANT.
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THE NEW CALIFORNIA DAR EXAM
RESEARCH PROBLEM
.

,

ITS NOT REALLY NEW TO US.
We are t~e largest course in Alaska where our students prepared

'.

~1

j

r

it,

for a similar problem

last summer. In preparing for the new

-

'

"research" section, our California enrollees can expect the same
extensive lectures
and materials that have become the troderncrk
,
of California's leading bar review program.

t.
1

t

,

ENROLL NOW
WITH THE COURSE WHICH PRODUCES
.

.

'

. MORE AnORNEYS EVERYYEAR
~

THAN ANY OTHER REVIEW PROGRAM

BAR

!

\

r ~"
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11801 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90064
(213) 477-2542

REVIEW

352 Golden Gate Avenue .
San Francisco, California 94102
(415) 441-5600

1323 Second Avenue
. San Diego, California 92101 .
(619) 236-0623
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